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DISCLAIMER 
This presentation was produced under U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education Programs Grant No. H327S140017. The views expressed herein do not 
necessarily represent the positions or polices of the Department of Education. No 
official endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education of any product, commodity, 
service or enterprise mentioned in this publication is intended or should be 
inferred. This product is public domain. Authorization to reproduce it in whole or in 
part is granted. While permission to reprint this publication is not necessary, 
the citation should be: Davidson,L.E., Erickson, K., Geist,L., & Hatch, P. (2016) Infusing 
the Universal Core into a: Self-Contained Classroom. Center for Literacy & Disability 
Studies, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Project-core.com 

http:Project-core.com
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Central Aim: 
To Analyze a Process of Change… 

…as a teacher learned a class-wide approach for 
supporting communication.



       

      
         

        

    
                     

   National Problems Offer Possibilities 
TOTAL Students with SCD in 14 state sample: 38,038 

≅ 75% used speech - ≅ 25% did not use speech 
≅ 68% no speech but used both aided AAC & sign 

≅ 32% with NO symbolic system (speech, sign, graphic symbols)

A target for communication intervention 
(≅ 32% WHO CAN LEARN) 



 
     
   
  

      
        
     

School-wide Challenges 
Students labeled significant cognitive disabilities (SCD) had... 
• limited means of expression
• untapped learning & communication potential
• an inability to fully access their education
• no systematic intervention in place to help each teacher, teach

their students, how to use symbolic communication





   
      
   
      

       
    

   

4 Intervention Components 
•TEACHERS IN CHARGE OF:
•POINTING TO THE SYMBOLS AS THEY SPEAK – “MODELING” WITH
CONTROLLED RATE OF SPEECH

•ATTIBUTING COMMUNICATION MEANING TO STUDENT BEHAVIORS
AND MODELING A SYMBOLIC ALTERNATIVE ON THE UNIVERSAL CORE

•GIVING STUDENTS TIME TO INITIATE OR RESPOND
•MAKING SURE SYMBOLS/WORDS ARE WITH STUDENT AT ALL TIMES





   
   

      

      

       

        

       

      

     

 

 STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Ethnicity Age Grade Eligibility Pre-Intervention Level of 

Category Communication Development 
Asian 6.0 K DD; VI PreSymbolic: LII – Intentional 

Hispanic/Latino 8.9 2 DD PreSymbolic: LIII - Unconventional 

Black/African American 8.8 2 MU PreSymbolic: LII – Intentional 

White 10.1 5 ID/S-P PreSymbolic: LIV – Conventional 

White 9.11 4 MU PreSymbolic: LIV – Conventional 

Multi-Racial 7.8 2 DD PreSymbolic; LIII - Unconventional 

Asian 10.1 2 ID/S-P Emerging Symbolic 



Landen 



 

         

    

  
 

Research Design 

• Intrinsic & Descriptive Case Study (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003)

• Purposeful & Convenience Sampling (Patton, 1980)

• Inductive and exploratory approach in a natural setting (Lichtman,
2013) 



   
 

      
   

   
    

    
     

Triangulated Sources of Data 
Observational field notes: 
• collected 20 sets of notes from 5 different researchers
• (~10 hours of observations)
Semi-structured interviews and informal conversations
• instructional staff, admin, and related service providers
Artifacts: photos, videos, sample classwork, products in the
classroom in response to PD sessions.



  

        

   

   

      

Analytic Approach & Plan 

1. Conducted manual-coding & organized & analyzed data within ATLAS.ti

2. Extracted Codes, Categories, Concepts

3. Used 6- step iterative analytical process (Saldana, 2009, Lichtman, 2013)

5. Used classroom artifacts to support emerging themes.

6. Met with other researchers to confirm/disconfirm data

http:Conductedmanual-coding&organized&analyzeddatawithinATLAS.ti


     
    

  
   

   

  

Consider the ”Pertinent Negative” 

We attempt to reveal what 
we CAN see, to give the 
person who CAN’T, a more 
accurate description of what 
they are looking at. 

Rene´ Magritte, Belgian surrealist artist, 1898-
1967 





    

    Unit of Analysis: Classroom 
Transactions & Balance of Authority Over Time 



    
 

   
  

      

      

In brief – What Specifically Changed? 
• Teacher Changed: 
• Perception of Students
• Instructional & Communication Styles

• Context Changed to Engage & Promote Communication

• Student Communication Changed - Levels, Type & Frequency



   Teacher PRE to POST 
Semi-Structured Interviews 







   

      
       

        
      

   
           

Quote from Teacher about Students: 

“The students are starting to THINK more...I see them 
look at the different symbol options before they make a 
choice. I think their choice making seems more 
intentional. It’s not just grabbing a picture and getting 
praise for that, but now they’re thinking, ‘oh, you really 
want me to tell you what I’m thinking or I want.’ ” 



  Context Changed to Engage & Promote 
Communication 



 Contextual Change 



  
 

Baseline photos of 
available communication 



  Available Communication Supports 



Changing Context 



    Communications Board Everywhere – Months 7 - 8 



   
  

       
 

     
    

     

    
   

From An Individual Focus 
to A Group Focus 

• Classroom sized Universal Core board where
instruction taking place

• iPad mirrors display book onto big screen for
group

• Evidence of lesson prep for a group
• Wall displays group work in progress - focus
on PROCESS of learning NOT product



 Bi-directional Instruction TO Multi-directional 
FEB: 



     Teacher Instructional & Communication Styles Changed



    

  

Teacher’s Instructional Style Over Time 



   

            
          

        
  

  

Field Note Evidence of Controlling Instructional Style 

•“You are going to have fun”; “We have to make a birthday
card.”, “We are going to make ___that looks like this.” 

•“I promise you, if you’re good, I’ll take your helmet off in a 
minute.”; “I’ll come back when you (hit the switch to) make it 
play more music” 



 

         
   

          
 

          

      

         

Change in Teacher’s Communication Behavior 

• “Catches” students touching the CORE board & immediately, publically acknowledging
that as a meaningful communication attempt – attaching word meaning frequently

• Makes frequent effort to attribute communicative meaning to “unintentional” and
intentional communication behaviors

• Accepts & respects refusals using word NOT as legitimate language form

• Makes public statements of belief in students as capable & thinking individuals

• Shows increased confidence in modeling & infusing UC throughout existing routines



  
     

  
     

      
 

  
  
  

   
   

   
    

     
 
    

  
    

  

TEACHER BEFORE TEACHER AFTER 
•Role Conflict – authority as “caregiver”?
or authority as “teacher”?

• Viewed student behavior as “attitude”,
or intentionally disruptive, non-verbal
communication behaviors
misinterpreted

•Was not really instructing: relying on
extrinsic reinforcements, coercion,
influence to “get things done”

• Some resolution of primary role when
able to teach – ceded some authority
to students

• Attributes communicative meaning to
non-verbal behaviors; viewed
behaviors as “trying to tell me
something I missed before”

• Observed students’ intrinsic motivation
for learning, viewed as “thinking” &
“capable”; relaxed control



 

            
 

       
      

      
            
        

Teacher Reflects

“I think the biggest change is in how I am teaching, and how I am 
seeing the kids.  I’ve learned to respect what they’re saying, or 
what they’re showing me, and consequently, they are getting less 
rebellious…if they communicate “more”, or “not good”, “not turn” 
or “not like”, I’m respecting that…I’m also teaching the words in 
different ways…I can just sit down and talk to them using CORE, 
and they give me a lot more. I’m seeing less behaviors” 



    
   

   

    
       

     

      

Change in Student’s Communication Behavior: 
Words Carry Meaning! 

•Increase in spontaneous, non-prompted, initiations

•Increase in *Refusals because word offered & message permitted;
refusing no longer seen as a “negative behavior”

•Students became more vigilant to the Universal Core while T
instructing

•Students became more attuned to each other - ”eavesdropping”



    

             
           

            

             
            

           
 

Evidence of Student Communication Evolution 

•NOV - T brings a 32 location VOCA over to Kyle, and he pushes 4 buttons
(individually in correct sequence) for “I can do it.” (RA writes: Excellent!
The T seems a little surprised Kyle could do this, but very happy with his
message).

•DEC – Charlie is given voice output device and he selects NOT in response
to T question, “Do you like this activity?” T. repeats his message aloud to
class. “you don’t like”, she accepts his refusal, then Charlie smiles and
laughs [wonderful interaction].



 

           
          

          
           

            
              

             
     

Many Student Changes Between months 3 - 5 

JAN – message not communicated at meal table, but after and during a transition time:
“…Kyle got the T’s attention by tapping on his board stuck to his 
wheelchair tray, T came over to him, Kyle then pointed to 3 symbols 
sequentially - GET, LOOK and OPEN. The T was trying to figure out what 
he wanted, so she followed his gaze from words to his milk container on 
the counter. T got his milk container, and opened it. When she asked Kyle 
if that was what he wanted, he smiled and clapped. T interpreted this as 
confirmation that she had understood him” 



  
 

       
     

         

          
        

Student-Teacher Transactional Change
Month 6 - 7 

•Students use NOT, TURN, LIKE, WANT for different reasons, with different
communication partners, in many different contexts, MANY TIMES

•Teacher is modeling these same words during instruction + more 

•Teacher and her aide work together to catch students’ communication &
acknowledge their communication - created a system of “checks &
balances” & created trust



One more look 



Daniel 

Landen 



.

 
     

   
        
       

    

   

Transferability & Implications 
• Must provide frequent symbolic INPUT to students, by simultaneously

speaking & pointing to highly useful words/symbols
• Teacher leads by example for all other instructional staff
• Students must have words available at all times, communication

opportunities must be created – INPUT, INPUT, INPUT

School Wide Effort – All-Hands-On-Deck approach 



 

         

           

              

            

Study Limitations 

•Despite label of SCD (Significantly Cognitively Disabled), this is a

heterogeneous population

•As a participant observer, I recognize that I became “part of the group”

•My past experience as an SLP who specialized in AAC for almost 30 years

can help or hinder when stepping into a classroom as a novice researcher.
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Thank You! 

To my mentor: Dr. Karen Erickson for her expertise, advice, 
patience, and profound commitment to a population of 
students who ARE capable of learning when given the 

opportunity to communicate. 
To the WHOLE Project Core Team at CLDS: Dr.’s Geist, Hatch, 

Greer, and Kathryn Dorney 
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